WELCOME: Hey Families! If we are honest, we spend a lot of our life trying to be something we are not. We try to dress like our classmates, mimic the same style of play as our favorite athletes, or even suppress our own unique gifts because they aren’t “cool”. Well today we are going to be talking about how important it is to live into our unique identity!

ACTIVITY SUPPLIES

- Paper
- Markers
- 5 Slips of paper labeled
  - 1 Leg/foot
  - 1 Leg/foot
  - 1 Arm/Hand
  - Head
  - Torso

YOUTUBE PLAYLIST – Check out our YouTube playlist that we built to help you engage with this story!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x43s8zTs7ig&list=PLC4q9g_3-ZgDJ9grDzX-l1ixeWqlyRlZt

1.) PRAY – Start by praying together as a family.

2.) READ – Open your Bibles and read 1 Corinthians 12:15-27

3.) WATCH – HOW ARE YOU FEELING – Take a minute to reflect as a family on how you are doing during your quarantine.

4.) ACTIVITY – “FAMILY FRANKENSTEIN”

- WITHOUT SHOWING THE KIDS... Drop the 5 slips of paper in the hat.
- Now tell the kids they are going to take the slips of paper out of the hat and draw whatever is listed on their slip of paper (Pass the hat around until all 5 slips are gone)
- ***Parent: Draw an extra head instead of drawing an arm/hand***
- Don’t show anyone else what you are drawing until the end.
- Once you are all finished, work together to assemble your “Family Frankenstein”

5.) DISCUSS

- PARENT SAY... “Well I was supposed to draw and arm/hand but I thought that was boring, so I decided to draw a head”.
  - Why does it matter that I drew an extra head instead of a hand?
  - Look back at our verse for today... how might this apply to how we feel about who God made us to be?
6.) **WATCH – UNIQUELY DESIGNED** After watching, discuss these questions. (Originally Created for COW)

- **What stuck out to you about the video?**
  - What does it mean to you to know that you are God’s Masterpiece?
  - Why do you think forged (fake) paintings aren’t as valuable as originals even though they look identical?
  - Where do you try to “copy” someone else rather than just being yourself?
  - What would happen if everyone was the same?

- **As a family...**
  - Share one thing that you think makes you an original masterpiece?
  - Talk about what you can do to encourage each other to be our unique self?

7.) **Pray** – Pray that God would give you a heart that seeks Him first!